
DIRECTIONS TO CONFERENCE HOUSING  

The conference housing is at an MIT graduate dormitory referred to lovingly as the
Warehouse apartments. The official MIT building number is NW-30. 

The street address is 224 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02138. The telephone number
for the front desk is (617) 253 6588.

The most convenient way to get to the apartments from the airport is to take a taxi. Ask
the driver to take you to 224 Albany Street, Cambridge. This should suffice, if more
information is needed you may indicate that “Albany Street is the next block after Vassar
Street on MIT's Mass. Avenue entrance going towards Central Square.” The total cost
should be around 20-25 dollars.

If you choose to take Boston's subway system, then it is recommended that you take the
Subway (referred to as “the T”) until Central Square and then take a taxi from there to the
apartments. The cost for subway transportation is $1.25; the taxi should cost no more
than 5-6 dollars. 

Step 1: To get to Central Square from the airport, first take the shuttle bus from the
airport to the Airport subway station. 

Step 2: Take the “Inbound”
Blue Line service towards
Bowdoin; get off at
Government center (see
map on right)



Step 3:  Walk up the stairs at the Government Center stop. Take any Green Line whose
final destination is Boston College, Cleveland Circle, Riverside or Heath Street. Get off
at Park Street which is the next stop. (see map on right) 

Step 4: At Park Street, change to the Red Line by walking down the stairs and taking an
Outbound train headed towards Alewife. Central Square is the third stop on the Red Line
from Park Street. (see below)



Step 5: At Central Square take a taxi to “224
Albany Street”.  The front entrance of the
apartments is shown to the right.

The telephone number for the front desk is
(617) 253 6588. 

The map below indicates the direction from Central Square Subway station to the
conference housing. These directions may be obtained using maps.google.com using
“Start Address” 625 Massachussetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA and “End Address” 224
Albany Street, Cambridge, MA.


